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About This Game

Experience a new perspective with Momentum, a physics based platformer. Choose one of many unlockable balls, and then
skillfully maneuver it through 3D labyrinths. Race the clock as you rotate labyrinths and use gravity to your advantage. But be

careful, because you could easily lose control. Momentum’s zen atmosphere contrasts with its challenging gameplay. The
soothing soundtrack and detailed environments combine to create a truly unique, relaxing vibe.
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Title: Momentum
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Projectile Entertainment
Publisher:
Projectile Entertainment
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: AMD Phenom II X2 555 / Intel Core i5-430M / ~ 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 450 / Radeon HD 6770

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: The above has merely been an estimate, but a demo is available if you're concerned.

English,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Turkish
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Keyboard controls need a bit of work; a keybinding menu would be nice. I love the aesthetics, everywhere from the calming zen-
like music, to the track hanging over the futuristic metropolis below. Where I can get the music?

Anyways, I've only gotten 2 medals ranked above bronze so far. It's a pretty tough game, but can be taken casually, like I have,
to beat the game one level at a time. I could totally see speedruns for this game. All it needs is a bigger community.

This game is excellent, overall. Again, controls could be a bit smoother, but I never tried using a gamepad. I would definitely
recommend this to a friend. (I am going to go do that now, actually!) I hope it grows to have a sustainable community!. This
game is a trip. You have this puzzle game that requires intense concentration, mixed with the music that makes you zone
completely out.

When you get down to the gameplay its challenging, I highly recommend a controller. That said, the difficulty makes it super
triumphant when you win.

Speedrunners, here is your next mountain to scale. Before you choose to play this game, one thing you need to know, Yes , is
difficult to control the ball. Why? I had played this game for a minute and It is very impressive because the physical aspect is
really good! You control the ball in the game is same as in our life. The movement of the ball is very responsible to the law of
physics and the name Momentum is reasonable to reflect the way of the game.. Great little game. The controls take a bit to get
used to, but when you have them down it becomes a blast. I'd suggest using a controller, though.. Well done mechanics with
many levels and difficulties.
But absolutely only for patient people, because of the frustration you get when falling down again.
Not for me.
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